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ABSTRACT

It is widely acknowledged that in software engineering, the usage of metrics at the initial phases of the object oriented software can help designers to make better decisions. The quality of class diagrams could be a major determinant for the quality of the software product that is finally delivered. Quantitative measurements are useful to assess class diagram quality. Following this innovative thinking, two UML class diagrams are taken to measure the complexity and size. A set of metrics of complexity measures are used to measure the class diagrams. Seven known complexity measures are evaluated and compared for inheritance and interface usage in object oriented programming. Two UML class diagrams are introduced with possible interfaces and measured the complexity metrics and a comparison has been made between the class inheritance and class interface usage through complexity measurements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software engineering metrics are important measurements for project planning and project measurements. The increasing importance of software measurement and metrics led to the development of new software measures and metrics. Many metrics have been proposed for traditional programming and object oriented programming.

“Software quality is the degree to which software possesses a desired combination of attributes such as maintainability, testability, reusability, complexity, reliability, interoperability etc” – IEEE 1992.

The increased demand for the software quality has resulted in higher quality software and nowadays quality is the main differentiator between the software products. Due to this reason the software designers and developers need valid measures for the evaluation, improvement and validation of product quality from initial stages. The early focus on class diagrams quality helps the software engineers and developers to build better software without doing unnecessary revisions at later stages of development. Revisions or changes at later stages will lead to increase in expenditure and be more complex to perform. Nowadays software measurement plays an important role for measuring quality and complexity of software. The early availability of software metrics for UML diagrams were used for quality and complexity evaluation. [8][10][11]
1.1. Measurement and Metrics

Nowadays, software engineering plays a most important technology in the world. As computer software has grown, the software developers have continually attempted to develop new technologies. In these newly developed technologies some of them focused on object oriented technologies [13]. In this paper object oriented class inheritances are differentiated with object oriented interface class diagrams through complexity measures.

“If you cannot measure it’s not Engineering Community” is often said by the engineering community. [6]

The key factor for any engineering discipline is measurement. Without measurement or metrics it is impossible to measure quality and complexity to detect problems before it is released. So measurement is very important in managing the software projects. [2][12][14][15]

Metrics are used as a powerful tool in software research, maintenance and development for estimating cost, effort, complexity, quality, maintenance and to control etc[5]. Metrics serves as an early warning tool for potential problems happening in software development [14]. Any metrics must be defined as a complete and well designed quality improvement paradigm (QIP) [4].

2. BACKGROUND

The concept of an interface in object oriented programming is quite old. Software engineering has been using interfaces for more than 25 years. Software measurement activities were not addressed to most of their requirements for providing information and to support for managerial decision making [12]. Many metrics are available to measure class, method, inheritance, polymorphism and system level. There is no significant work on the design of human computer interfaces. In literature, relatively little information has been published on interface metrics. Those metrics provide only little information about the quality and usability of the interfaces.

Finding difference in classes makes it more effective for object oriented programming. The difference in using an inheritance and interfaces in class diagrams are measured. These measures are done by using structural complexity metrics.

2.1 RELATED WORK

The concept of interfaces has been measured in java programming by Fried Stiemann and Co [7]. He represented that the usage of interfaces compared to classes are 4:1.

Ken Pugh [10] stated that finding commonality among classes makes it more effective for object oriented programming and he also explored the commonality in using inheritance and using interfaces in object oriented programming.

The novel idea in this paper is finding the difference in using class inheritance and interface through structural complexity metric measures.

Measuring complexity of software products was and still is a widely scattered research project.

“A lower software structural complexity could lead to a greater software reliability” – Fenton and Pfleeger, 1997.

The structural complexity measure is the most important measurement to evaluate the quality of UML class diagrams. [3]

It is well known that software structural complexity metrics are very useful to evaluate the different characteristics that affect the quality of object oriented software. In literature there are several measures of complexity. With the above said idea in mind a set of seven different
metrics are taken to measure the structural complexity of object oriented UML diagrams to find the difference in using class inheritance and interface concepts in object oriented programming.

2.2 METRICS USED

No single metric is available to measure the complexity of software [7]. The metrics discussed below are used to measure the complexity of UML diagrams [9].

2.2.1 Number of Aggregation - NAgg

The number of aggregation metric is defined as the total number of aggregation relationships within the class diagram.

2.2.2 Number of Dependencies – NDep

It is defined as total number of dependency relationships with in the class diagram. Dependency is a weaker form of relationship which indicates that one class depends on another class because it uses it at some point of time [10][11].

2.2.3 Number of Generalisations – NGen

The number of generalisation metrics is defined as the total number of generalisation relationships within a class diagram. Generalisation is a relationship between two classes [11].

General/super class
Special/subclass

2.2.4 Number of Generalisation Hierarchies – NGenH

The number of generalisation hierarchy metric is defined as the total number of generalisation hierarchies within the class diagram. A generalisation hierarchy is a structural grouping of entities that share common attributes. Each instance of super type entity must appear in at least one subtype. An instance of the subtype must appear in subtype [11].

2.2.5 Number of Aggregation Hierarchies – NAggH

The number of aggregation hierarchy metric is defined as the total number of aggregation hierarchies within a class diagram.

2.2.6 Maximum Depth of Inheritance Tree – MaxDIT

Depth of a class with in the inheritance hierarchy is the maximum number of steps from the class node to the root of the tree or the length of the longest path from the class to the root of the hierarchy. This is measured by the number of ancestor classes.

2.2.7 Maximum Hierarchy Aggregation – MaxHAgg

The maximum hierarchy aggregation metric is defined as the maximum between the hierarchy aggregation value for each class of the class diagram. The hierarchy aggregation value for a class with in the aggregation hierarchy is the length of the longest path from the class to the leaves.

3. GOAL AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Two Examples and two hypotheses are used to achieve the goal.

Goal: Exploring the difference in using Class inheritance and interface measures using complexity measures.

Hypotheses 1: A set of complexity metrics are taken to measure the complexity of two concepts.

Hypothesis 2: length is considered as complexity measure and is measured for both examples.
3.1 METHODOLOGY

Software complexity is measured in two ways.

(1). Software complexity is calculated by measuring the above said metrics

   i. Two Class inheritance diagrams are taken and are measured using the above said seven structural complexity measures.
   ii. The Two class diagrams are introduced with maximum number of possible interfaces and the complexity measurement metrics are measured.
   iii. The results are compared for class inheritance and class interface diagrams.
   iv. Length is defined as the number of lines of code. [1]

(2). Complexity is calculated by using length also.
\[ e(p) = l(p) \times c(p) \]

Where e (p) is the total complexity, l (p) is the length of the software and c (p) is the average complexity.

4. APPLYING METRICS TO UML DIAGRAMS

Two UML class inheritance diagrams are taken and all the above said metrics are applied to measure complexity. The two diagrams are introduced with maximum possibility of interfaces and metrics which are used to measure the complexity. Both inheritance and interface diagrams complexity measures are compared. First UML class diagram has been taken as vehicle classification.

Figure 1: Vehicle Classification with Class Inheritance

The above figure 1 vehicle classification diagram is introduced with maximum possible interfaces and is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Vehicle Classification with Interface Diagram
The above said measurement metrics are applied for class inheritance and class interface diagrams. The table 1 shows the measurement values for the above said metrics.

Table 1: Complexity Measurement for Vehicle Classification

| Diagram/Metric | Length | NAgg | NDe | NGe | NGe
H | Max
DIT | Max
HAgg | Avg.
Complexity | Total Complexity |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Inheritance</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Interface</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average complexity is calculated by finding the mean for complexity metrics.

Graph 1. Comparison of Metrics for Vehicle Classification

The second diagram referred is types of shapes which are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Types of Shapes Using Class Inheritance. The above diagram is introduced with possible number of interfaces and the diagram is shown in figure 4.
For the above said two figures 3 and 4 the complexity are measured through the above said seven metrics. The resulted values are tabulated in table 2.

Table 2: Complexity Measurement for Shapes Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagram/Metric</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>NAgg</th>
<th>NDep</th>
<th>NGen</th>
<th>NGen</th>
<th>NAgg</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Avg. Complexity</th>
<th>Total complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shape Inheritance</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>339.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Interface</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>162.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total complexity represented in two tables is calculated by using the above said formula I. For table 1 and 2 graphs have been drawn to show the improvement in using interface concepts. Graph 2 depicts the difference in improvement in structural metrics for the second example.

Graph 3 shows the difference in concepts using length for two examples.
The number of lines is measured for the above said two examples. The length is reduced for the concept of interfaces compared to inheritance concept. Introduction of interfaces in object oriented programming in possible places is better for producing good quality and high reliable software.

5. CONCLUSION

The structural complexity is measured between the usage of class inheritance and interfaces in object oriented programming. In this paper, a set of seven structural metrics are used to measure UML class diagram structural complexity with respect to the usage of UML relationships such as aggregations, associations, dependencies and generalisations. The average and the total complexity values are reduced for both examples of object oriented interfaces compared to object oriented class inheritance concepts. Interface concept has shown better performance compared to inheritance concept in object oriented programming. Software reliability will increase with lower software complexity.
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